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W propose an architecture for scalable persistent object
managers that provide access to large numbers of objects
distributed over a variety of physical media. Our approach
is lightweight in that we are interested in providing direct
stqport for the creation, access,and updating of persistent
objects, but only indirect support for the other-functions
traditionally associated with an object oriented database,
such as transactions, back up, recovery, or a query langu:age.This design allows application programmers access
to the productivity and performance of using objects, while
rer!ying on an underlying hierarchical storage system to
manage the large amounts of data.
Our design is layered and multilevel in that it caches
and migrates large-grainedphysical collections of objects
called folios from tape to networked disks. Separately, it
also caches and migrates smaller-grained physical collections of objects called segmentsbetween nodes on a network. Segmentsare then moved into memory as usual for
persistent object managers.
In this papel; we also describe the implementation of
a ,systemcalled PTool based upon this design and give a
description ofpreliminary pegormance results. Previously,
in version 0.4 of PTool, we used a single-level caching algorithm between the hierarchical storage system and the
object managel: This algorithm is described in the Twe@h
IEEE Symposium on Mass Storage Systems.PTool, with this
caching algorithm, has been used in high energy physics
and aeronautics. On the basis of this experience, a multilevel caching algorithm was designed and implemented
in Version 0.6 of PTool. This version of PTool has been
usedfor applications in high energy physics, aeronautics,
decision support, and multimedia applications. Since then,
in version 2, we have redesigned PTool to take advantage
of specialized segmentmanagers to handle networked disk,
tape, and other media.
This research was supported in part by NASA grant
NAG2-513, DOE grant DE-FGO2-92ER25133, and NSF
grants IRI 9224605 and CDA-9303433, The Laboratory for

Introduction
A current challenge is to develop low overhead,high performance persistent object stores for scientific and engineering applications that scale as the amount of data increases
and that balance the input-output demands and processing
demands of applications. In this paper, we are specifically
concernedwith understanding some of the issuesand strategies in systems which provide transparent accessto large
numbers of objects distributed over a variety of physical
media.
The essentialissue is the way in which physical collections of objects are accessed,cached, and migrated. Recall
that an object is called persistent when it exists independently of the process that creates it. In other words, persistent objects have been written to permanentmedia, such as
a disk. We assume that objects are gathered together into
physical collections called segments,as is usual for persistent object managers, and that segmentsare themselves
gathered together into physical collections called folios.
This hierarchy is essential for scalable persistent object
stores, since managing a terabyte sized object store using
segmentsalone is impractical due simply to the number of
segmentsrequired.
Our approach can be characterized as lightweight in
the sense that we are interested in the design of a system that provides scalable access to collections of objects distributed over a variety of physical media, but
we are not interested in providing direct support for
many of the features traditionally found in an objectoriented database, such as transactions, backup and recovery, or a query language. Rather, when these features
are needed, we feel that they should be added incrementally by interfacing additional components,as illustrated in
Figure 1.
In this paper, we describe an architectural design, an
implementation, and our early experience with a system
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of whether they were on local or network input-output devices. This version also introduced striping.
Persistent
Object
Manager
to create,
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update
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objects

Relatedwork

Collection Classes

Recently, there has been growing interest in coupling
databasesto hierarchical storagesystems.For example, implementations that interface a hierarchical storage system
to a relational databasehave been described ([8],[91). A
proposal for extending POSTGRES to provide support for
accessing tertiary storage was made by Stonebraker [lo].
Access to data provided by NASA’s proposed Rarth Observing System also require that databasesbe interfaced
to hierarchical storage systems [ 111. The challenges to the
databasecommunity provided by trying to accesstuples on
tape is nicely summarized in [ 121.
The caching algorithm we proposehere is analogousto
caching algorithms usedfor distributed file systems[ 131and
[14]. There have been a variety of caching algorithms for
client-server databasesystems that utilize a page-serverarchitecture ([ 15],[ 161).In thesesystems, a number of clients
make requeststo a server for pages.Our caching algorithm
can be viewed as a multilevel analogy to these types of

PersistentObject ManagerClients

Figure 1. An object oriented database supports a variety of capabilitiesfrom transactions to a query language.
With lightweight data management,additionalfunctionality is added as needed,so that an application which only
requires access to persistent objects can do so without
incurring the overhead of a full function database.
called PTool([1],[2]) for the lightweight data management
of persistent objects distributed over a variety of physical
media that:
o
o
o
e
.

systems.

provides low overhead,high performance accessto the
objects
provides multilevel caching of segmentsand folios
prefetchessegmentsand folios to improve performance
stripes segmentsand folios to improve performance
has a modular interface to hierarchical storagesystems
and supportsdifferent strategiesfor interoperatingwith
hierarchical storage systems.

Model
Recall that our goal is to understand how to design and
develop persistent object stores which scale as the amount
of data increasesand which balance the input-output and
processing requirementsof high performance applications.
Also recall that our approach is lightweight in the sense
that we are interested in providing direct support for creating, accessing,and updating collections of persistent objects, but provide only indirect support for functions such
as transactions,backup, and recovery.
For the logical model, we assumethat there are objects,
that objects belong to collections, and that collections belong to stores.Collections themselvesare objects and hence
can belong to other collections. Objects can be referenced
directly through an object ID or indirectly by requesting the
next object in a collection. SeeFigure 2.
For the physical model, we assume that there are objects, that objects are gathered into physical units of fixed
size called segments,and that segmentsare gathered into
physical units of fixed size called folios. An object store
physically consists of one or more folios. See Figures 2
and3.
For the architectural model, we assumethat processes
make requests to persistent object managers for objects.
Also, when required, we assumethat persistentobject managers make requests to segment managers for segments.

Our approach differs from current approachesin several ways. First, our interest is in lightweight data management, not in databases.Second, our design is multilevel:
we cache and migrate from memory to local disk, from local disk to network disk, and from disk to tape. Third, our
cache is multigranular: the size of the extent that we cache
between disk and memory need not be the same as the size
of the extent that we cache between disk and tape. This is
important in order that the size of the extent can be matched
to the bandwidth and latency of the channel or network.
Version 0.4 of PTool used a single-level caching algorithm between the hierarchical storage system and the
object manager.This algorithm is described in [3]. On the
basis of this experience,a multilevel caching algorithm was
designed and implemented in Version 0.6 of PTool. PTool,
with this caching algorithm, has been used in high energy
physics ([41,[51), aeronautics 161,and a variety of other
applications. Version 2.0 was completely rewritten to provide direct support for segmentsand folios independently
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SegmentManager
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Figure 2. At a logical level, objects are grouped into collections and collections into object stores. Objects themselvescan also belong to object stores directly. At aphysical level, objects are grouped into segments,segmentsinto
folios, andfolios into object stores.Note that objects and
object stores have both a logical and physical existence.
Local

Hierarchical Storage
System
-

Figure 4. This figure illustrates the inteqaces between
the components in the architectural model. The multilevel caching algorithm we propose here is based upon
caching and migration of different granularities of objects between different levels in this architecture: folios
between the storage system and the folio manager and
segmentsbetween the folio manager and segment managel: As illustrated, for some applications it is convenient
for the segment manager to inteqace directly to the hierarchical storage system.

Networkeddisk

-

Segments

The reason for this hierarchy is easy to see. In a typical implementation, the persistent object manager moves
segments from disk to memory as needed. Segments are
analogous to blocks in file systems. Segmentscan vary in
size from tens of kilobytes to megabytes.The problem is
that a terabyte size store would require lo* 64 kilobyte
segments,which is impractical to manage.For this reason,
segmentsare gathered into folios so that the folios can be
managed separately.

11
Folios

I
I

HierarchicalStorageSystem

~

I

I

Architectural

Eigure 3. Objects are managed in physical collections

called segmentsand folios. An object is contained in one
or more segments.Segmentsare cached and migrated
between local and networked disk to local memory and
between disks attached to different nodes. Physical collections of segmentsoffixed size are calledfolios. Folios
are cached and migrated between local and networked
disks and hierarchical storage.

design

Components

As mentioned previously, to specify the physical location of
an object requires specifying the store that contains it, the
correct folio within the store,and the correct segmentwithin
the folio. Finally, the location is determinedby specifying
the offset within the segment.The architectural model provides separate components to manage objects, segments,
folios, and storage.

Finally, when required, we assumethat segmentmanagers
make requeststo folio managersfor folios. SeeFigure 4.
One variant of the architectural model is for the segment manager to keep track of the folios so that no separate folio manager is needed. Another variant is for the
hierarchical storage system to manage the folios and for
either the segmentmanageror the folio manager to request
the desired folios from the hierarchical storage system.

(1) Persistent object managel: The persistent object manager itself creates and accessespersistent (objects.It
also creates,opens, and closes stores.
(2) Segment managel: If the segment containing a referenced persistent object is not currently available
in memory or virtual memory, the persistent object
129
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has separateinterfaces to disk, tape, and other physical
media.

manager generatesa fault to the segment manager. If
the segment is currently maintained by the segment
manager, it is returned to the persistent object manager; otherwise, it is requestedfrom the folio manager.
A segmentmanager servesone or more persistent object managers.The persistent object managermay also
stripe segmentsacrossseveral segmentmanagers.
(3) Folio managel: If the segmentrequired by the segment
manager is not currently maintainedby it, then the segment manager generatesa fault to the folio manager.
The folio managerthen determines the location of the
folio containing the required segment,retrieves the folio, extracts the segment,and returns the segmentto the
segmentmanager.The folio manager may interface to
the hierarchical storage system or maintain the folios
directly. A folio manager servesone or more segment
managers.The segmentobjectmanagermay also stripe
folios across severalfolio managers.
(4) Hierarchical storage system. This design allows for
either the hierarchical storage system itself to function as the folio manager,or alternatively, for the folio
managerto interface to the hierarchical storagesystem.

Prefetching and striping

In practice, we found that one of the easiestand most effective means to improve performance in a persistent object
manager is by prefetching segmentsand folios. We found
that the actual prefetching strategy was of less importance
than the fact that it was used at all. Prefetching is also an
easy way to introduce a certain amount of parallelism. For
example, if segmentsn + 1, n + 2, . . . are prefetched when
segmentn is accessed,then this can be done in parallel if
these segmentsare physically striped acrossseveral disks.

Multilevel caching (MLC)
This section is adapted from [17]. In this section, we describe a multilevel caching algorithm for a persistentobject
store on a distributed collection of nodes, We assumethat
each node has a local disk.
The role of the segmentmanager is to obtain segments
from the folio manager and to cache and migrate the acquired segments.Segmentmanagersrun on each node and
managea cacheof segmentsstored on the node’s local disk.
Segmentsare moved into the processor’s virtual memory
when an object is referenced.
When the segment buffer is full, a standard least recently used (LRU) criterion determines the segment to be
replaced. If the segment is dirty, it is returned to the folio manager; otherwise the folio manager is notified that
the segment is no longer in use. In other words, a variant
of write on close is employed. To control the consistency
of the segments,the segmentmanager supports sequential
write sharing: several clients can open a segmentfor reading, but only one client at a time has write permission. In
principle, this approach does not scale well; in practice,
since our applications tend to be read often, write rarely, it
has not yet presenteda problem.
When a referenceto an object causesthe segmentmanager to request a segmentfrom the folio manager,the segment manageralso prefetchesthe following four segments.
This is done in parallel and pre-emptively: if any segment
other man those requested in the prefetch is requested by
the segment manager, the prefetch request is aborted and
the prefetch correspondingto the requestedsegmentis initiated.
Figure 5 describesthis algorithm in more detail.

Interfaces

The essentialissue of concern in this paper is how physical
collections of objects are accessed,cached, and migrated.
Since hierarchical storage systemsprovide analogoussupport for$les, it is important to understand the best way to
interface persistent object managers and hierarchical storage systems.There are severalapproaches,dependingupon
whether the responsibility for determining the physical location of a folio is up to the object store or the hierarchical
storage system.
(1) Implement the folios as files, layer the object store over
the hierarchical storagesystem,and let the hierarchical
storage system manage the folios. One could either
use the hierarchical storage system as a surrogate for
the folio manager or interface the hierarchical storage
system to the folio manager.Note that in this case the
decision of whether a folio is migrated to tape is left
up to the hierarchical storage system.
(2) A closely related alternative is for the hierarchical storage system to manage folios as raw storage using a
storage system interface instead of a file system interface. In this casethere would probably be no need for a
separatefolio manager whose role would be assumed
by the hierarchical storage system. Also, note that in
this case the decision of whether a folio is migrated to
tape is left up to the hierarchical storage system.
(3) Implement the folios as files, but assumethat the object
store itself tracks the physical location of the folios and

Implementation
This section is adapted from [Z]. To study our multilevel
caching algorithm, we used a scalable persistent object
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libraries. Persistentobjects are grouped togethejrinto persistent container classesprovided by the class libraries.
A segment for PTool is a continuous range of virtual
memory. A segmentcan contain one or more objects or a
piece of a large object. A folio is a physical collection of
segments.Both segmentsand folios are managed1
by PTool
as files. A store is a physical collection of folios. Some
variants of PTool do not exploit folios, but simply consider
a store to be a physical collection of segments.
PTool’s persistent object manager uses mapping and
the virtual memory system to manage persistent objects.
The persistent object manager also opens, closes, and updates object stores. PTool’s segmentmanager usesthe virtual memory system to map segmentsfrom a local disk, a
networked disk, or other device to virtual memory. The folio
manager manages segmentsand folios from network and
hierarchical storageto local disk or memory. SeeFigures 3
and 4.
A particularly simple implementation of PTool gathers segments into folios, implements folios as files, and
names folios by prefixing the store name to folio number.
For example, folio number 428 in the object store named
“EventDB” would be a file named “EventDB .428.”
In this implementation, the majority of the functions
in PTool are concerned with the allocation and accessof
objects in segments.A segmentfor PTool is simply a block
of contiguous memory that can be placed on and removed
from a physicdl storage device. PTool functions that deal
with segmentsare of one of two types:

PersistentObject Manager:
when object is referenced:
if (segmentcontaining object is mapped)
return referenceto object
else (
issue request for segment to segmentcache manager
return reference to object
1
SegmentManager:
repeat this loop:
if (new request for segment) {
if (the segmentis in local segment cache) {
map segmentto virtual memory
I
else {
empty current prefetch queue
form new prefetch queue
issue request for segment to folio cache manager
map segmentto virtual memory
1)
else {
issue request for the top segment
in the prefetch queue to folio cache manager
I
Folio Manager
repeat this loop:
if (new request for segment) (
get correspondingfolio
from hierarchical storage system
extract segment
put requestedsegment in local segment cache
signal back segment available;

(1) Device independentfunctions.Themajority of segment
related functions are of this type. Examples include
functions for allocating objects within segmentsand
for storing and retrieving segments.
(2) Device-dependentfunctions. For example, there are
separatefunctions for working with segmentson local disk, networked disks, and tape.

2
else (
send top segmentin the prefetch queue
to local segmentcache
I

Figure 5. The multilevel caching algorithm is summarized
ir;l thisBgure. Both the segment cache manager and the
fXio cache manager use a LRU replacementpolicy when
the cache is full, which we have not included in order to
simplify the presentation.

This provides a great deal of flexibility. An abstract
base class contains the device-independentsegmentmanager functions. Device-dependentfunctions in this classare
virtual functions. In this way, PTool exploits a v:irtuaI segment manager. Severalsegmentmanagersare created that
can be invoked. At mn time, the store is examined and the
correct virtual segmentmanager is created for the appropriate type of store and media.
For example, the declaration

managercalled PTool developedby the Laboratory for Advanced Computing at the University of Illinois at Chicago
([11],[2]).It is designedto provide low overhead,high performance accessto large amountsof data over a distributed,
hierarchical storagesystem.It was first releasedin 1991 and
release 2.0 is currently available for a variety of UNIX platfO!rmS.
PTool provides persistencefor instancesof C++ classes
through an application program interface (API) and class

Stores(“EventDB”, Store:ReadOnly,Store:Remote)
indicates the persistent object store named “EventDB” is
read only and storedon a remote (networked) disk. Because
each segmentmanageris so task specific, it can be simple
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Table I. Sequential and random access
to segments.

Figure 6. A large portion of the PTool functionality resides in the segment manager The device-independent
functions are part of the virtual segmentmanager and
the segmentmanager baseclass.Device-dependentfunctions are part of specialized device-dependentsegment
managers, which are quite small. For this papel; a specialized segmentmanager was developedfor tape.

Random access to segments
Segments
MLC
Naive

16
32

18
27

Ratio

1.1667
1.2162

bound of around 15-20 percent in this increase. Running
a set of application specific benchmarks for high energy
physics data resulted in a performance speedupof around
30 percent.
The top table illustrates the time in secondsfor queries
which compute with the objects in sequentialorder. Ideally,
the MLC algorithm should be twice as fast, with a ratio of
0.5, as the naive algorithm, since the naive algorithm only
requestsa new segmentafter finishing the computation with
the current segment.As the number of segmentsused in the
query increases,this ratio is approached.
The bottom table illustrates the time in seconds for
queries which compute with segmentsin arbitrary order.
Ideally, the MLC algorithm should be no slower than the
naive algorithm with a ratio of 1.0. This holds approximately.
Prefetching segments in optimistic cases results in
a 40-50 percent speedup. In worst cases, prefetching
can increase the cost of queries. Pre-emptively aborting
prefetches puts an observedupper bound of around 15-20
percent in this increase. Running our application specific
benchmarks resulted in a performance speedupof around
30 percent.
These tests used: a store size of 16 MBytes; a segment
size of 512 KByes; a folio size of 8 MBytes; a segment
cache in the segmentcache managerholding 16 segments;
and a persistent object manager that used 4 segment slots.
The time to transport a segment over the network was 0.5
seconds;the time for a query was 0.5 seconds.Note that we
test under the assumption that I/O and CPU demands are
balanced. All times are in seconds.

and small. Furthermore, similar segmentmanagers can inherit from each other. For example, the segment manager
for read-write segmentsfor remote disk inherits from the
segmentmanager for read-only segmentfor remote disks.

Experimental results
In this section, we summarize some of the experimental
work involving PTool.
In the first subsection,we described measurementsof
the effectivenessof the MLC caching algorithm as the number of segmentsincreasesfor sequentialaccessto data on
a single node system.With the parameterschosen, one expects a theoretical speedupof 50 percent. It turns out that
this is approachedas the number of segments increases.
For random accessto data, the overheadof prefetching can
degrade performance. This is measuredin a second series
of tests. It turns out that prefetching is more important for
multi-node systems.
In the second subsection,we summarize a system developed using PTool that accessedapproximately 40 gigabytes of experimentaldata on disk and a terabyte of data on
tape. The third subsectiondescribesa variant of this system
using random data of a similar format that was easier to
instrument.
Multilevel

21
4.5

caching (MLC)

This section is adapted from [17]. As mentioned before,
the multilevel caching algorithm was implementedin PTool
version 0.6. Some of the tests we ran with this implementation are summarized in Table 1. Prefetching segments
in optimistic casesresults in a 40-50 percent speedup.In
worst cases, prefetching can increase the cost of queries.
Pre-emptively aborting prefetches,puts an observed upper

FNAL eventstore

This section is adapted from [18]. In a joint project with
scientists from the PASS Project at Argonne National Laboratory and the CAP Project at Fermi National Accelerator
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Table2. Object-basedvsfile-based accessto data. Object-basedaccess
to event-typedata using PTooEcan be over a magnitudefaster than$lebased accessto the data. In this test, each event object was accessed
and PTool was used to dereference an attribute from it. This table is
from [I81 wherefurther details are given.
Object-based access using PTool

storagesize
user time
svstem time

wall-clock time

413 MBytes
21.380 seconds
18.610 seconds
1:24 minutes

File-based access

429 MBytes
2759.0 seconds
21 .O seconds
1 47:35 minutes

was to try to quantify the performanceadvantagesof objectbased vs. file-based access to data for analysis patterns
similar to those arising in scientific computing. To do this,
we createdtwo data setscontaining events:one using PTool
and one using routines which read and wrote tab-separated
ASCII data. In our model query, we fixed an attribute, and
for each event in the data set, accessed this attribute. PTool
was significantly faster than file-based accessto the dam
for this model query. SeeTable 2.
The secondstudy was concernedwith the scalability of
data analysis using PTool. For this study, we used PTool to
populate disk-based event stores varying in size from 400
MBytes to 20 gigabytes. Time to query the data used the
model query just described and it varied linearly with the
amount of data.
The third study was concerned with the ability to accessdatafrom PTool using tape.For this study, a specialized
segment manager was developed for tape. This was done
by using most of the functionality from a general segment
manager and adding a few specialized tape dependentaccess functions.
Our approach required that a type be associatedwith
each store. Current types include local disk, remote networked disk, and tape. An attribute of each store specified
its type and the appropriate segment manager was automatically invoked at run time. In this study, we populated
and accesseda gigabyte size store of event data on tape.
We emphasizethat this approach supports the caching and
migrating of stores from tape to disk and back. It demonstrates that it is relatively easy for lightweight persistent
object managers to manage stores on a variety of media
when necessary.In practice, we assumethat this functionality though would often be assumedby the hierarchical
storage system.
In the fourth study, we examined the speedupgained
by striping disks with event data. For this study, we developed another specialized segmentmanagersupporting disk
striping. We showed that striping improved performance
linearly with the number of nodes, from one to four nodes,
as illustrated in Table 5.

Lalboratory (FNAL), we created a persistent object store
spanning approximately 40 gigabytes of disk and approximately 1 terabyte of 8 mm tape using PTool 1181.The
system was developed on a 24-node IBM SP-2 at FNAL.
The data was from particle collisions, called events, measured by the DO particle detector at the proton accelerator
at FNAL.
The CAP Project developed a query language and a
query tool that worked with the PTool populated event data.
Si:nceonly a small part of the data could be on disk, only
those attributes occurring most frequently in queries were
selectedto be on disk. By and large, the data on tape was
in its original legacy data format. Although queries could
transparentlyaccessdata on disk and tape,accessingdata on
tape resulted in a seriesof faults which pulled the data from
tape and translated it into the proper format for queries.
With this system, it is possible to transparently query
gigabyte-sized stores of event data on the IBM SP-2 spanning both disk and tape. A careful performance analysis of
this system is currently in preparation. From a preliminary
analysis [18], it appears that prefetching segmentsacross
no’desin the IBM SP-2 is an effective means of improving
performance.
Event data studies on an ATM cluster

This section describesfour studiesof scientific dataanalysis
using PTool. All of the studies used randomly generated
data of a similar format to the actual experimental event
data from the FNAL detector. The first two studies are
taken from [ 191.The latter two were done specifically for
this paper.
Experiments were conductedon a cluster of four IBM
RS/6000 Model 370 workstations connected by a FORE
SystemsASX-2000 ATM switch. The workstations had 32
MBytes of memory and were running AIX Version 3.2.5.
Ten gigabytes of SCSI disk were attachedto each node.
In the first study, we compared the analysis of event
data using PTool to the analysis of the data using functions
which read and wrote tab-separatedASCII data. Our goal
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Table 3. Accessingdisk-basedevent objects using PTool. Access time
to disk-basedevent data using PTool scales linearly with the amount
of data. As in the test above, each eventobject was accessedand PTool
was used to dereferencean attribute from it. This table is from [18].

Table5. Striping disk-basedevent objects using PTool. In
this study, we created an object store of event data and
queried the data as aboveby accessinga single attribute of
each event. For this study, we used a specialized segment
server which striped segmentsover a number of nodes.
The time for the query scales approximately linearly for
one to three nodes. The time doesn’t significantly improve
for the fourth node, since in this case one and the same
node is used both to serve the segmentsand to run the
persistent object manager requesting the segments.

Table 4. Accessingtape-based event objects using PTool.
In this study, we used a segmentmanager specializedfor
object stores residing on tape. We created a 1.0 gigabyte
object store of eventsand ran the same query as describe
above. The query was VO limited.
storage size (GBs)
user time (set)
system time (set)
wall time (minsec)

1.0
3.240
14.620
63:56

number of nodes
storagesize (GBs)
user tune (set)

Conclusion
In this paper, we described an architectural design for a
scalable, multilevel persistent object store. Our design is
targeted at scientific and engineering applications which
require low overhead, high performance access to large
amountsof data distributed over a variety of physical media.
Our design is lightweight in that direct support is providing for creating, accessing,and updating persistentobjects,
but only indirect support for transactions,backup,recovery,
and the other functions associatedwith an object oriented
database.
Our design is layered and multilevel in that it caches
and migrates large-grained physical collections of objects
called folios from tape to networked disks. Separately,it
also cachesand migrates smaller-grained physical collections of objects called segmentsbetween nodes on a network. Segmentsare then moved into memory as usual for
persistentobject managers.
In this paper, we also describethe implementation of a
systemcalled PTool basedupon this designand give preliminary performanceresults. Theseresults indicate that Stool
can provide lightweight object managementfor persistent
object stores that are tens to hundreds of gigabytes in size.
We plan to test a terabyte size persistentobject store shortly.

system time (set)
wall time (mhsec)

1
1 2
13
141
0.413 0.413 0.413 0.413
21.0
21.0
21.0
21.0
25.0
25.0
22.0
18.61
2:40
5:oo
1:49
1:23
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